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The all-around package for video editing

With MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013 you can experience the newest

generation of video editing software. It's faster, better and more

powerful than ever before!

It's never been easier to turn your video footage

into breathtaking works of art complete with impressive special effects,

background music, and interactive menus.

Your advantages:

●
Edit videos with ease: manually or automatically

●
Incredible effects, high-quality transitions and effect presets

●
Full HD support for HDV and AVCHD camcorders

●
Extensive audio dubbing: manual and automatic

●
Professional menu design for DVDs and Blu-ray Discs

●
Present your videos on TV, on the go or online

Program interface

              

More than 50 new features

●
Improved timeline display with video and audio

on one track

●
Support of the new video standard AVCHD Progressive (50p)

●
Accelerated export of AVCHD videos with automatic

graphics card recognition

●
Improved user interface with quick access features

●
New high-quality decorative elements and intro/outro templates

●
Fast and direct GPU calculation of all essential video effects

●
New Chroma Key Engine for perfect object extraction

All new features (PDF)

* see technical data
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MX = Media-X-Change

Perfectly connected: Transfer your movie projects directly to other

MAGIX programs such as MAGIX Music Maker to create your own

background music and sound effects.

All of the products in the new MX series enable data to be uploaded to

social networks and cloud services, exchanged easily from one

program to another and transferred to mobile devices.

       

       

MAGIX Anniversary Offer

Photo Manager MX Deluxe included for free!

If you order this product you'll get

Photo Manager MX Deluxe worth £49.99* absolutely free!

It's the perfect all-rounder for your photo collection and picture archive

and the ideal solution for making every step in the digital photo editing

process efficient and productive. With maximum functionality, optimal

user-friendliness and innovative workflows, you can manage image

collections of any size from import to export effortlessly, quickly and

centrally with just one program.

* Australia: A$69.99 / Ireland: €49.99 / South Africa: R499.00

Note: This product is a free extra. In the physical version it is a part of the main

product, albeit without its own packaging.
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NEW! Now even faster: Quicker loading times,

enhanced performance and improved output

options!

Our developers worked hard at making the new version even faster

and more efficient, and they were successful! The AVCHD file import

feature has been improved and is now more than 40% faster*.

Rendering test projects (AVCHD Full HD) with Intel® Quick Sync

Video, AMD®/OpenCL™ or NVIDIA® CUDA™ for the Apple iPad is

now up to twice as fast in Movie Edit Pro 2013*.

NEW! After activating hardware acceleration your graphics card

will be automatically recognized by Movie Edit Pro 2013.

Calculating effects directly on the graphic card's GPU is now over

90%* faster, the biggest speed boost out of all the improvements.

Comparison to the previous version

Comparison test vs competition

* compared to the previous version of Movie Edit Pro MX

Note! The test results depend on the system configuration, file size, video format

and selected effects.

              

NEW! New chroma key engine for

perfect object extraction

Just like the movies: The new chroma key engine allows you to

create impressive video effects in movie quality.

Green screen and blue screen effect: Simply record footage of people

or things in front of a plain-colored background and layer new photos

or videos just like a green/blue screen.

Add objects and people to movies or create incredible backgrounds,

e.g. mountains, underwater or outer space.

NEW! The built-in anti-spill feature immediately creates neat,

sharp contours - leaving no green edges.
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NEW! Improved timeline display

with video and audio on one track

Complete control: Video and audio from one source are now

combined on one track.

This allows you to fit more tracks into the timeline and keep an

overview of larger projects with lots of tracks.

Picture and sound can also be split onto their own separate tracks at

any time with a simple mouse click.

              

NEW! Support of the new video standard

AVCHD Progressive (50p)

MAGIX leading the way: MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013 is the first video

editing software in the consumer sector to support the official new

video standard, AVCHD Progressive, for high-definition, progressive

AVCHD recordings (50p).

This new technology delivers twice as many fullscreens as before.

The advantage: Objects move more smoothly and the image quality

is even more detailed for perfect movies in top quality.

              

NEW! Fast and direct GPU calculation

of all essential video effects

Fast effect preview: In order to guarantee smooth playback Movie

Edit Pro 2013 makes use of the enormous computing power of modern

graphics cards to calculate all the important video effects.

Effects are calculated directly on the GPU (graphic processor) which

decreases the load on the CPU and provides smooth playback when

previewing effects.
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NEW! Improved user interface

with quick access features

Perfect workflows: The new quick access feature allows you to play

and trim video clips directly in the Media Pool and import them directly

into your video project's timeline.

This saves time and makes the whole process much more efficient

leading to quick results that meet even the highest standards.

       

       

MAGIX Anniversary Offer

Photo Manager MX Deluxe included for free!

If you order this product you'll get

Photo Manager MX Deluxe worth £49.99* absolutely free!

It's the perfect all-rounder for your photo collection and picture archive

and the ideal solution for making every step in the digital photo editing

process efficient and productive. With maximum functionality, optimal

user-friendliness and innovative workflows, you can manage image

collections of any size from import to export effortlessly, quickly and

centrally with just one program.

* Australia: A$69.99 / Ireland: €49.99 / South Africa: R499.00

Note: This product is a free extra. In the physical version it is a part of the main

product, albeit without its own packaging.

              

Unlimited Multimedia Enjoyment

MX stands for Media-X-Change – the fast exchange of media with

other MAGIX programs, online services and mobile devices.

Use the direct upload feature to put your videos on YouTube and

Facebook to share them with family and friends or open other MAGIX

programs directly in Movie Edit Pro 2013 and create amazing titles or

the perfect soundtrack.

http://www.magix.com/gb/
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Share your videos with the world –

upload them to the Internet!

You can now share your movies with friends, family or the whole world

even faster: With MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013 you can upload your

movies directly to social networks and video hosting sites. Your videos

are automatically converted to the right format and resolution and

uploaded. You can do all of this with just one click if you save your

login details in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013.

Supported Online Services:

●
YouTube

●
Vimeo

●
Facebook

●
MAGIX Online Album

              

Experience on the go – Transfer

videos to mobile devices

With the helpful export wizard in MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013 you can

export your videos and movies to video players and storage devices

quickly and easily.

You can take your movies with you wherever you go! Transfer them to

smartphones, mp4 players or tablet PCs automatically in the right

format and resolution.

It's also perfect for your home theater: Export your movies easily to SD

cards, external hard drives and media players and enjoy your

masterpieces on your own TV.

Optimized for all Standard Models:

●
iPhone, iPad and iPod

●
Android Smartphones

●
Galaxy Tab

●
and many more

http://www.magix.com/gb/
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Compose your own soundtrack

in Music Maker

From director to composer: Use the new "Share" button to export your

movie from MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 2013 to MAGIX Music Maker 2013

and easily create a fantastic soundtrack full of atmospheric songs.

The video and audio tracks from the video project are automatically

exported in the right format and used to create a new Music Maker

project which lets you edit and adjust the soundtrack to fit your movie

perfectly. Improved performance and quicker loading times mean you

can switch between programs even faster.

              

Optimize your audio tracks

in the Video Sound Cleaning Lab

Perfect sound: Transfer audio tracks to MAGIX Video Sound Cleaning

Lab, correct imperfections and optimize sound quality then send the

finished audio material back to your Movie Edit Pro project.

The unique audio tools in MAGIX Video Cleaning Lab enable you to

edit recordings, add effects or simply clean up speech recordings, plus

there's a troubleshooting feature if you need any help.

Perfect for removing:

●
Wind noise

●
Camera hiss

●
Transformer hum

●
Distortion

http://www.magix.com/gb/
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Create intricate titles using

Photo & Graphic Designer

The perfect program for designing intricate titles, graphics and more:

Projects from Xara Photo & Graphic Designer (.xar files) can be

opened with a double-click in your arrangement. This means you no

longer need to change programs and create extra copies of your files,

ensuring you're always in control of your projects.

Along with the direct project transfer feature the program also provides

a direct connection to Xara Photo & Graphic Designer, allowing you to

import and customize various elements of your disc menu.
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Supported operating systems

●
Microsoft® Windows® 8 (32-bit and 64-bit)

●
Microsoft® Windows® 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)

●
Microsoft® Windows® Vista© (32-bit and 64-bit)

●
Microsoft® Windows® XP (32-bit)

              

Minimum system requirements

All MAGIX programs are developed with user-friendliness in mind so that all the basic features run smoothly and can be fully controlled, even on

low-performance computers. Check your operating system’s control panel for technical information about your computer.

●
Processor: Dual core processor with 2.0 GHz

●
RAM: 1 GB

●
Graphics card: Onboard graphics card with a minimum screen resolution of 1024 x 768

●
Sound card: Internal sound card

●
Hard disk memory: 2 GB free disk space for program installation

●
Optical drive: DVD drive (only for installation of the box version)

              

Recommended System Requirements

Some advanced program functions demand more of your computer's processing power. To use these functions fully, your system should at least

meet the following recommended requirements. Please refer to your operating system’s control panel for technical information on your computer.

System requirements for HD editing

●
Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Quad-core processor with 2.83 GHz (Intel® Core™ i7 recommended)

or AMD® Quad-core processor with 2.8 GHz

●
RAM: 4 GB

●
Graphics card: Dedicated graphics card with 512 MB VRAM or more

●
For accelerated AVCHD output: NVIDIA® GeForce® 8000 Series and better (CUDA™) or AMD® Radeon™ 5000 Series and better

(OpenCL™) or integrated graphics with Intel® Quick Sync Video

●
Sound card: Multi-channel sound card recommended for surround sound editing

●
Optical drive: Blu-ray burner for creating your own Blu-ray Discs™

http://www.magix.com/gb/
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Supported file formats & devices

Supported import formats

●
Video: AVI, DV-AVI, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MTS, M2TS, MXV, MJPEG, QuickTime®, WMV(HD), VOB, MKV

●
Audio: WAV, MP3, OGG, WMA, MIDI, Dolby®Digital Stereo/5.1 (downmix to stereo)

●
Images: JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, TGA

Supported export formats

●
Video: AVI, DV-AVI, MJPEG, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, QuickTime®, WMV(HD)

●
Audio: WAV, MP3

●
Images: JPEG, BMP

Supported devices 

●
FireWire interface: for use with DV/HDV camcorders

●
USB interface: for use with HD camcorders, cameras, digital video recorders and webcams

●
Video, TV, or graphics cards with a video input for digitizing analog sources

●
TV tuner and DVB T/S tuner cards for recording TV streams

●
Optical drives: Blu-ray, DVD-R/RW, DVD+R/RW, DVD-RAM, or CD-R/RW burner

Supported file extensions (import)

.avi, .dat, .evo, .m2v, .m1v, .h264, .mpv, .mpg, .mpeg, .mpg2, .mps, .mp2, .mpe, .m2s, .vdr, .vob, .mod, .vro, .ts, .trp, .tp, .m2t, .mpt, .mmv, .m2ts,

.mts, .tod, .mov, .mp4, .dvr-ms, .asf, .pva, .mp4, .mpeg4, .mpeg-4, .m4v, .3gp, .3g2

** 98 test wins refers to the following versions of MAGIX Movie Edit Pro (Plus and Premium): 18, 17, 16, 15, 2007/2008, 2007, 2006/2007, 2006,

2005/2006, 2005, 2004/2005, 2004, 2003/2004, 2.0. Test wins from other countries refer to the country-specific version.

Note: Online services offered in the program and the online update feature require an Internet connection.

For copyright reasons MPEG-4, MPEG-2 and Dolby®Digital Stereo must first be activated for free.

Windows Media® Player version 10 or higher must be installed in order to export MP3s.
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